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PREFACE
The Northwestern University team has maintained a
continuing interest In the statistical evaluation of the
composition, physical properties, and surface configuration
of the lithosphere-atmosphere interface. Such evaluation
Is a necessary prelude to understanding the correlations
between remotely-sensed data and 'ground truth'.
Assessing the nature and variability of measurable
variables of the lithosphere still presents many unsolved
problems, In the course of his Ph.D. research at North-
western University, HempkIns autempted to evaluate some
of the more widely used techniques for developing and inter-
preting trend surfaces. In his thesis. he established that
two-dimensional autocorrelation analysis is a useful tool
in this regard - equally valuable in analyzing data for
remote-sensing purposes and for evaluating most other mapped
vari."bles of interest in the earth sciences.
The final stages of preparing this manuscript were
completed in 1969 after Dr. Hempkins had joined the Chevron
Oil Field Research Company, La Habra, California,
E. Ho Timothy Whitten
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ABSTRACT
The mathematical de loelopment and logic for com-
puting a two-dimensional autocorrelation analysis of mapped
data is given. Examples of usage of this type of analysis
for studying mapped structures and testing statistical
properties of trend surface maps and their residual maps
are given. A FORTRAN IV computer program for the IBM OS
360/50 is listed. Operating instructions, sample data, and






Criteria for recognition of "trend" (signal) from
"noise" for geologic data have been proposed by many workers
(cf. Grant, 1957; Krumbein, 1966, 1967; James (1966); Esler
and Preston (1967); Hempkins (1969)). These criteria may be
generally classified by:
le Fulfillment of basic model assumptions
Grant (1957); James (1966); Krumbein (1966);
Hempkins (1969)°
2. Frequency content of the data (Ester and
Preston (1967); Hempkins (1969)),
3e A combination of (1) and (2) either implicitly
or explicitly Grant (1957); James (1966);
Hempkins (1969))0
It is the purpose of this paper to describe a time series analysis
method for use in testing trend surface techniques for all the
above criteria. This method may also be used to quantitatively
describe the generalized fabric of a set of mapped data and to









Classical time series analysis, while well established
by the late 1930'x, has been relatively neglected by geologists
largely because most geologic measurements are not readily col-
lected as 4 function of time. It is, however, a relatively easy
transition from the time domain to the space domain using the
classical methods of time series analysis. The autocorrelation
function is one of the simpler and more useful techniques of
studying such a series. Studies dealing with the autocorrelation
function of several types of geographically distributed geologic
data have been presented by Grant (1957), Horton et al (1962),
Matalas (1963) and enlarged by Horton et al (1964), Agterberg
(1965) and Preston (1966) ° Only Horton et al (1962 and 1964)
(1966) and Preston treated the subject for , two mathematical
dimensions.
The serial correlation coefficient was proposed by
Yule (1927) as a test of linear dependence of a given sample
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 and xi+k are the events at time i and i ¢k respectively,
N is the number of events forming the time series and r  is
the kth-order serial correlation coefficient. If the set of
data values is randomly distributed in time r  will have an
expectation of zero for v 9 0^
Wiener (1930, 1943) proposed that for a given series
x i




which he termed the autocovariance function. He further showed
that if this function possessed a Fourier transform, then
P(w) m	 eiwt C(t)dt ,	 (5)
where P( lq ) is the power spectrum or power density function and
w is the frequency. The inverse transform of P(w) yields C(t)e
If it is assumed that the last event of a series is
followed by the first event, Anderson (1942) gave the circular
definition of the serial-correlation coefficients by
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Blackman and Tukey (1959) demonstrated that the power spectrum





C0 + 2 1 C  cos(PrTr/m) + CM cos rTrl
P=1	 J (7)
r - 0, 1, 2, 3, aoo, m
where AX is the sampling interval and (m+l) is the number of
autocovariance estimates (C i )a
Cote, et ale (1960) and Horton, et al. (1962) inde-
pendently extended the above equations into two dimensions,
although the former gave the more definitive exposition of the
power spectrum. The two-dimensional autocovariance function
was given by Horton, et al (1962) as
C(r,$) -1(N-r)(M_s)
N-r M--s
I	 L x(i,J )X(i+r,3+s) a	 (B)
i-1 J-1
r, s ffi 0, 1 9 2 9 nua, a, m
where the X i, have zero mean, r and s are row/column lag indices,
and M and N are map dimensions. In the one-dimensional case,
the autocorrelation function is an even function, i.e., the
negative correlation values are equal to the positive correlation
values for a given lag. Unlike the even one-dimensional function,
the neg'
-tive shift cf the two-dimensional function must be
defined as
- 5 -
Qr,-s) - 1(N-r)(M-s) (9)
N-r	 M
E	 E	 X(i,j)X(i+r,j-s) ,
i-1 j®s+1
r, s - 0, 1, 2, oee, n. m
and
C(r,$)	 C(-r,-s) ; C(-r,$)	 C(r,-s) a O.J)
Anderson (1942) developed a test of significance
for the one-dimensional case. Demor.strating for a random
gaussian time series that r  is approximately normally distri-
buted with mean (-1/N-1) and variance ((N-2/(N=1)2), his test





(Cf. Agterberg (1965)) where t  is the standard normal variate
corresponding to a probability level ae If r is greater than
rl , then r  is considered to be significantly different from
zero. In order to define r' for any lag, Agterberg (1965)
established the confidence band about r  by linearly extending
the above equation. Due to the loss of degrees of freedom for










where K is the lag number in terms of the sample interval. For




	 (X-K) (N°L) -1 	 0	 (13)
In practice the autovariance function is normalized by defin-
ing the autocorrelation function as
r(K)	 Ma	 (14)C(0)
and two dimensionally as
s(K,L) a C K L
C(09 0)	 (15)
Expr•assed in this form 41- is identical to the definition of
the serial correlation coefficient. The notation auto-
correlation and serial correlation will therefore be synonymous.
MATHEMATICAL AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF
THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
In general, the one-dimensional autocorrelation
function will exhibit, to some degree, the following charac-
teristics of a data set:
1. Degree of mutual dependence of the elements
in the data set.
- 7 -
2, Presence of harmonic components.
In addition to the above, the two-dimensional
function-will preserve:
la Structural symmetry of the map, and
2. All major directional attributes of the map.
A further property of both funct'.ons is that if
two different data sets are subjected to cross correlation
only the elements common to both sets are preserved.
If one assumes that a geologic response is repre-
sented by:
F(x,y) _ G(x,y) + }(x,y)	 (i6)
where E(x,y) represents uncorrelated residuals, then
E {C(F(x,y))) = C(G(X,y))y E {C(E(X,y))) = 0 (17)
should hold provided Q 2G >> Cr zEo It can also be shown that G(x,y)
need nest possess any particular mathematical characteristics,
that is, G(x,y) may be any type of function. It is possible
I
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in many cases (Cf. Matalas (1963)) to predict the function
G(x,y) from its autocorrelation function. This is, however,
probably not the general case for geologic data, and we merely
seek the autocorrelation function for a given set of regularly
spaced data in order to interpret the geometric properties
of the map. It can further be demonstrated that the data record
need not be composed of continuous data but may also be discontinu-
ous in nature. In this case the autocorrelation function will
still maintain the above described properties. For examples of
the use of discontinuous data, see Hempkins (1969).
PROGRAM HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
The present program for two-dimensional autocorrelation
analysis is based on the theory set forth by Horton, et al (1962).
The original program logic was developed for a CDC 1604 computer
at the University of Texas by Dr. A. A. J. Hoffman. Subsequently,
this program was discarded, and a new program was written by
the writer for the IBM 7094 at Northwestern University in 1964.
It was further revised by the writer for the CDC 3400 at Northwestern
University in 1966. 	 In 1966 the program was modified to include
the test of significance as explained in the preceding section.




Several examples of data for use in testing this
program will be given. However, only one set will be used to
illustrate the complete program output.
AUTOCORRELATION STRUCTURE OF RANDOM DATA
Table 1 lists a 20 x 20 array of rectangularly
distributed random numbers taken from Table A10 of Krumbein
and Graybill (1966), The lower half of the two dimensional
autocorrelation function (both positive and negative shifts)
as computed by program GEOCOVR is given in Table 20 Coefficient
estimates significant at the 95% probability level as given by
equation 13 are underlined. As can be seen, there is no
general pattern to the distribution of the significant coefficients.
This is expected for a geographically random distribution
of numbers.
RANDOM NUMBERS SUBJECTED TO AUTOCORRELATION
PROCEDURES
Table 3 lists the random numbers of Table 1 after
those values were subjected to a two-dimensional simple mov-
ing average with a window of 2 x 2 data.unitso Such a process,
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which consists of averaging overlapping areas of the data,
introduces a positive dependence between the previously
uncorrelated numbers. Figure 1 gives a contour map of the
positive autocorrelation coefficients which are significant
at the 95% probability level. Only the positive coefficients
are contoured as the negative coefficients in this case are
expected to be randomly distributed, as are all positive coeffi-
cients after the first zero crossing (see Jenkins and Watts,
1968 9 p, 160 9
 161). This example demonstrates how one can
ascertain if there is a geographic dependence between variables.
A .GEOLOGIC EXAMPLE
Appendix A lists a 13 x 18 array of gold values
taken from maps presented by Kri.ge (1965) and Whitten (1965,
1967). The values are spaced at 50-foot intervals and are
moving average values of original ore samples prepared in a
manner described by Krige and Ueckermann (1963) and Hempkins
(1969), These moving averaged values are contoured in Figure 2,
Appendix B, in addition to giving a listing of program
GEOCOVR, contains the results of the autocorrelation computations
for the data of Appendix A. The autocorrelation function of
these data is contoured in Figure 3 and clearly shows the
northwest-southeast fabric of the original map. Further,
13
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regarding IC(r,$)l>o2 as being significantly different from
a coefficient of zero, the average structural element of the
autocorrelation function persists for about 600 ft in the
northwest-southeast direction (direction of minimum variation)
and about 200 ft in the northeast-southwest direction (direction
of maximum variation). The length in the direction of maximum
variation is consistent with that observed in the original
data. The length in the direction of minimum variation is,
however, a compromise between the dominant central ridge and
the smaller isolated .regions. Nevertheless, this distance
is probably a reasonable estimate of the average structural
persistence in the direction of minimum variation of the original
map.
Whitten (1965, 1967) conducted polynomial trend sur-
face analyses of the area presented by Kidge (1965). The data
of Appendix A is a subset of that reported by these. writers.
Hempkii=s (1969) studied the use of both polynomial and double
Fourier trend surface techniques for ore valuation of this data.
In Figure 4, cubic and sextic polynomial trend surfaces are
compared with first and second harmonic'Fourier trend surfaces
for the data of Appendix A. In general, the Fourier surfaces
appear more like the contoured data. However, the sums of
squares reduction (SS) is similar for each of the compared cases






MANUALLY CONTOURED MAP OF GOLD DATA OF APPENDIX A.
VALUES IN INCH—DWT. CONTOUR INTERVAL AS SHOWN.
SCALE AS IN FIGURE 3.
FIGURE 3
MANUALLY CONTOURED MAP OF TWO DIMENSIONAL AUTOCORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS (21 LAGS, SQUARE) FOR DATA OF APPENDIX A.










SEXTIC SURFACE. SS=57	 SECOND HARMONIC. SS=74
FIGURE 4






RESIDUALS ABOVE FIRST HARMONIC





RESIDUALS ABOVE CUBIC SURFACE





RESIDUALS ABOVE SECOND HARMONIC
	
RESIDUALS ABOVE SE%TIC SURFACE.
SURFACE. C. I. = 100 IN.-DWT.	 C. I. = 100 IN.--DWT.
FIGURE 5
RESIDUALS ABOVE FOURIER AND POLYNOMIAL MAPS FOR DATA.
SCALE OF MAPS IS 650 X 900 FT.
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i
In order to fulfill the assumptions made by Grant (1957), these
residuals should be randomly distributed. This implies that
1[(.r 9 s)] = 0 for the residual values, for r + s
	
0.
The autocorrelation functions for each of the
residual maps is presented in Figure 6.
	 It is obvious that
all of the residual maps possess some autocorrelation struc-
ture, the orientation of which is consistent with the original
data. The persistent, ridge in the autocorrelation map of the
residuals from the cubic appears to contain more "trend" than
does the same map for the first harmonic surface. Study of the
residual maps of Figure 5 shows that this is probably true.
Further, as the structural persistence of the autocorrelation
function should decrease a:t the residuals become randomly
distributed, it does not appear that the higher order surfaces
significantly improve the trend determination given by the first
harmonic. The central area of each autocorrelation map is a result
of the moving average process and could never be eliminated by
trend analysis. Considering this, one might wish to accept the
second harmonic surface as the better "trend" description.
Studies of this sort can be used to compare complex
maps between different variables measured over the same area
in order to determine the similarity of geographic distributions°
Horton, Hoffman, and Hempkins used the technique 'to study the
topography of a lake bottom from echo soundings (1962) and to





RESIDUALS FROM CUBIC MAP.	 RESIDUALS FROM FIRST HARMONIC MAP.
RESIDUALS FROM SEXTIC MAP.
	 RESIDUALS FROM SECOND HARMONIC MAP.
FIGURE 6
AUTOCORRELATION MAPS OF RESIDUAL SURFACES OF FIGURE 5








Hempkins (1969) used the technique to aid in designing a weighting
function for a moving average model. He also used this method to
determine how various data preprocessing steps affected the
mathematical and statistical results of several trend surface
models.
PROGRAM USE
The present version of program GEOCOVR has been designed
for maximum flexibility and minimum user specification of para-
metzrs. All major control parameters are read via a namelist,
COVR, of the following form.
NROW	 - the number of rows of the data matrix
NCOL	 - the number of columns of the data matrix
NFILR	 - the number of rows of the filter matrix
NFILC	 - the number of columns of the filter matrix
NRLAG	 - the number of row lags of the auto-
correlation function.






IRLAG	 - row/column decimation intervals so that
ICLAG	 alternate data rows and columns may be








- Control parameter for reading input
data matrix.
All parameters can be defaulted but NROW and NCOL which are
required for data input. If ICLAG and IRLAG are defaulted,
the program sets them equal to 1 and computes only the zero
lap, (data variance) coefficient. This default was used to
prevent abnormal termination of a sequence of problems due
to a failure to specify the necessary parameters for one or
more problems.
The standard defaults are:
1PR e 1	 Suppress all intermediate output,
listing only the original data., the 	 `-
i.evelled'data, the autocorrelation
estimates and map. (See Problem 2, 	 -+
Appendix a )
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If	 IPR = 0	 all intermediate printing is given„
See Problem 1, Appendix B)
IPR = 2
	
Gives all intermediate printing but
suppresses the confidence computation.
IPR = 3	 Suppresses all intermediate printing
but gives confidence computation.
IREAD = 0 assumes that there is one data value
per card such as that given in Appendix A.
Cards must be ordered by rows,
If IREAD = 1, it is assumed that data is
sequentially recorded in equal increments
by rows.
NFILC = 1 Assumes that no filtering is desired in
NFILR = 1 which case the filter matrix is *1Q0 and
forms the last card of the data deck. Any
other value of NFILR or NFILC requires
that there be NFILR rows and NFILC columns
of filter coefficients to be read'by a
user supplied format. The format (FILFMT)





ICLAG _ 1 ,Assumes all input data will be used in
IRLAG = 1 computation. Any other value of these
parameters will perform computations in
increments of the input values. For
example, ICLAG = IRLAG _ 2 would cause
every other row and column to be omitted
from computation.
Other necessary control cards are:
Title card - parameter name, TITLE, Any 90 column
alphameric list, one card.
Format card - parameter name, FMT. Format of
data, 60 columns, one card.
Filter format card - parameter name, FILFMT.
Format of filter matrix, 60 columns,
one card.










All computations are based on data from which a linear





Two examples of output are given in Appendix B.
(The title card was blank for both examples.) All major out-
put headings begin on a new page but in Appendix B have been
compressed to provide greater ease in use. As can be seen in
the first example, there is a considerable amount of inter-
mediate output. This was cons:_dered a desirable option as
the program can also be used to perform spatial filtering and
other types of trend surface analysis by proper design of the
filter matrix. In general, the option IPR = 1 or 3 gives the
most useful information.
PROPER LIMITATIONS
The program is limited to a 65 x 65 data matrix
from which a 30 x 30 autocorrelation matrix can be computed.
The filter matrix is restricted to a 9 x 9 set of coefficients.
The above dimensions were used for convenience and can be readily
changed by altering the dimension of the variables. It appears,
however, that the row/column lag shifts of the autocorrelation
matrix should never exceed one-third that of the data matrix
due to truncation effects in computation.
The linear trend removal routine was purposely written
to involve a matrix inversion and thus to allow for incorporation
of removal of any form of trend if so desired. This would
require changes in the dimension of the variables and increasing
the limits of all do loops within that section.
- 25 -
It should be indicated, however, that trends above the first
order would generally be treated by the program as higher
frequency events. It is, therefore, not necessary to remove
higher order trends unless one wished to concentrate study
/ I
	 on particular wavelengths.
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The following listing of data is taken from a
13 x 18 array whose coordinates were numbered from an arbi-
trary origin. The grid spacing was 50 feet. Each card in
the data deck contained three items:
U The row coordinates increasing southward down
the map.
V The column coordinates increasing eastward
across the map.
X The dependent variable, gold, in inch
pennyweights (in-dwt = pennyweights gold/ton
x reef thickness in inches)
31
tJ V X it V
C 16 312 3 1E LE2
0 17 404 3 17 246
0 18 442 3 l8 2b5
c 19 544 3 :, 's 347
0 2C °23 3 2C 4E2
0 21 334 3 21 448
0 22 330 3 22 401
0 23 440 3 23 315
0 24 419 3 24 246
0 25 228 3 25 275
0 26 101 3 26 301
c 27 120 3 21 2.68
0 2E 145 3 2E 238
0 29 109 3 29 185
0 30 121 3 30 119
0 31 130 3 31 140
0 22 46 3 31 114
0 33 91 3 33 109
1 16 321 4 16 178
1 17 510 4 11 193
1 1E 514 4 lE 215
1 is 4°3 4 Is 294
1 20 470 4 20 448
1 21 394 4 2L 470
1 22 ZS6 4 22 335
1 23 319 4 23 324
1 24 355 4 24 280
1 25 222 4 25 291
1 2t 106 4 2E 327
1 21 114 4 27 348
1 28 154 4 28 292
1 29 142 4 29 2C7
1 3c 139 4 3c 16C
1 31 110 4 31 120
1 32 94 4 32 98
1 33 89 4 33 93
2 If 1@3 5 If 142
2 11 3"e4 5 17 258
2 18 412 5 18 295
2 119 351 5 19 346
2 2c 430 5 2c 417
2 21 4C6 5 21 4c5
2 22 350 5 22 350
2 23 282 5 23 364
2 24 253 5 24 3E3
2 25 240 5 25 292
2 26 160 5 26 241
2 27 157 5 27 266
2 2E 161 5 2E 289
2 29 206 5 29 256
2 30 151 5 30 261
2 31 102 5 31 163
2 32 `04 5 22 1C4
2 33 99 5 33 99
32
u V X U V X U V X
t It 249 9 It 2E3 12 16 168
6 17 394 9 17 236 12 17 303
6 18 352 9 l8 150 12 18 404
6 15 330 9 Z9 77 12 19 395
t 2C 388 9 2C 149 12 20 350
6 21 366 9 21 262 12 21 356
6 22 358 9 22 224 12 22 331
L 23 414 9 23 262 12 23 335
t 24 4Cb 9 24 358 12 2e; 294
6 25 294 9 25 407 12 25 312
6 26 269 9 26 437 12 26 473
b 21 314 9 27 423 12 27 551:
t 2E 336 9 2E 251 12 26 498
6 29 336 9 29 293 12 2; 410
b 30 284 9 30 426 12 30 283
6 31 287 9 31 521 12 31 222
6 '_2 223 9 32 46E L2 32 291
6 33 136 9 33 3E5 33 488
7 16 285 10 16 373 +160
7 17 383 1C 17 342
7 lE 336 10 1E 2t4
7 19 125 10 19 221
7 20 244 10 20 259
7 21 346 1C 21 316
7 22 3t4 10 22 312
7 23 378 10 23 320
7 24 433 10 24 376
7 25 425 10 25 356
7 26 433 lC 2t 4t4
7 27 426 l0 27 538
7 28 333 10 26 409
7 29 336 LC 2S 400
7 3C 342 10 3C 471
7 31 362 10 31 456
7 32 322 10 32 438
7 33 2.79 LC 33 426
6 It 256 it It 338
8 17 25-2 11 17 384
8 18 192 I.I. 18 390
8 1S 30 11 19 371
6 2C 16C 11 2C 382
8 21 325 1.1 21 435
8 22 270 11 22 412
8 23 290 11 23 337
6 24 4C8 11 24 313
8 25 476 11 2! 276
8 2b 519 11 2t 439
8 27 453 11 27 t48
E 2E 2S9 11 28 561
8 29 --.lo 11 29 474
8 30 440 11 3C 468
6 31 4d9 11 31 395
E 3s 445 11 32 404
8 _3 356 it 33 501
APPENDIX B
Program Listing and Sample Output
PRI;CRAY CELCUVR
PROGRAM GECCCVR GCMPLTES A PAXIMUM 30 X 30LAG TNC —OIMENSIONAL AUTOLOVARIANCL
CR SERIAL CLRRELATION COEFFICIENT ARRAY FOR A MAXIMUM OF 65 X 65 DATA
POINTS. A 95 ANC 99 FERCENT CCNFICENCE LEVEL IS COMPUTED TO TEST THL NULL
HYPOTHESIS THAT THE CATA IS RANDOMLY OISTRIEUTEO.
THE EXPECTEC AU1'000RRELATION CUEFFICIENTv C4I9J1v I.NE.J=O
PROGRAMMED FUR THE COC 340C AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITYv
GECEMdERv 1966 EY w. e. fEMPKINS
IPR=O PRINT ALL OLTFLT
IPR=1 SUPPRESS INTEkMECIATc PRINTING
IPR=2 SUPPRESS CCNF	 OLT ALLOW	 INTERMECIATE PRINTING
IPR=3 SUPPRESS INTERMEDIATE PRINTING dUT 00 CCNF
ICLAG = COLUMN LAC DISTANCE IN TERMS JF SAMPLING INTERVAL
IRLAG = RON LAC DISTANCE	 IN TERMS CF SAMPLING INTERVAL
NCOL	 = NUMBER 0	 COLLMNS OF DATA
hRCW	 = hUMEER OF RCWS OF CATA
NFILC	 = NUMBER OF CCLUPhS IN FILTER MATRIX
NFILR = NUMBER OF FUWS IN FILTER MATRIX
NCLA.G	 = NUMBER CF CCLUON LAGS
NR.LAG = NUMBER OF PC% LAGS
IREAC=O REAL CNE VARIAELt AT A TIME FUR NROW VALLES
=1 REAC ALL	 bARIAELES FPCM SA9+E CARD
CIMENSILN X165v65l@CI30v3CDvCCI:C93CDvPI3093019PP4309301 vF19019
1FMT120I9FILFMTI2UDvTITLE120D




















































i001 FORMAT llhly 9 CATA IhFUT FORMAT IS 6 ZCA4/1D
34J
REAL 1000 9 FILFMT
PRINT 1CC2e FILFMT
1002 FORMAT 1 4 FILTER INPLT FORMAT IS ' 2044// â
C
PRINT 1CC49 NRCkeNCCLehFILRehFILCoNRLAGeNCLAG9 	 IRLAu9 ILL A6
1004 FORMAT (15 9 25h = NUMBER OF RUkS OF 0ATA/I5e2dH = NUMtfER OF LULUMN,
1 CF CATA/15 9 271• = NUMBER OF ROWS IN FILTER/1593CH = NUMbEk OF (ULL
2MNS IN FILTER / 15e43H = RUM®ER CF RCw LAGSe LR = L MtANS ZERO LAuoi/15
3e46h = NUMBER OF LOLUMN LAGS9 LC = I MEANS ZERL LAGS /9159
5	 ° = NUMBER OF SAMPLE INTERVALS IN ONE ROW LAG 4 /
6 159 ' = NLPBER CF SAMPLE INTERVALS IN CNE CCLUPh LA(e '//1
IF (IREAO.EC.I)GU TO ICS
DC 101 I=I9NRCw
101 READ FMT 9 ( X(19J19 J =I 9NCCLD
GC TC 107
105 UC 103 J=I9hCCL
103 REAC FMTe IX(19J)9 1=IoNRCk)
107 PRINT 1005
1CO5 FORMAT ( 1H1e '	 CRI;; INAL CA'1A PATRIX ' //D
00 104 1=19NRUW
104 PRINT 400 9 (X(IeJDeJ=IeNCOL1
40C FORMAT( 1H a 12F IC. 3D
DU 102 1=19NFILR
102 REAL FILFPT9IF ( IeJ)eJ=19NFIILCD
C








DO 112 J=1 9 NCOL
11.1 CLRRS a=CGRRS Q *IX(IeJ )—A D**1
VAR=CCRRSC/ (hCCL*NbCW — I D
STOEV=VAR**C. 5
PRINT 1007 9 A9CORRSCeVAk9STOEV
1001 FORMAT (/111 4 AVERAGE CF CRIGIKAL
I f UNCORRECTED SLMS OF SQUARES = '
2 ° VARIANCE = ° F15.6
3 ' STANDARD DCVIIATIEK = ° F1590 D
C















XM/Iel)=X p Uv I)+I*O






XMI 3 9 21=XMI is 3)
XM1393)3X0l393)+V,fs2















DO 146 1 =193
00 148 J=193
148 COE(I)=CCEII)4XM1IvJl*VV(J)





121 FORMAT 4/11 8 T1-E CUEFFICIENTS OF THE REGRESSIuK PLANE LF THL DATA
1 ARE CCMPUTED AS°9// 5X9 E15 *895X9E15.89' U 9e5X9E15.d$9 V 9)
PRINT 121 9 COEI l) 9COE12)9CGEl3)
122 FCR14AT 111-19° LEVELLED DATA'//)
PRINT 122
00 123 I= 19NRON
123 PRINT 4UO9 IXIIeJ18 J=IA COL)
C FILTER DATA AKD PRINT
MA=144NFILR/2)'
R8=h&C1a—lhF ILR/2 )














1GCE FURW.AT 11H19 ° FILTEREC CATA MATRIX
00 152 1-I9NRUk
152 PRLNT 400 9 (XlleJDe J=19NCOLI
C POSITIVE SHIFT AUTOCCVARIANCE





NV= K OL — J+ 1
;UM=0.0








1009 FGRP ®AT 11H29 ° PCSIITIVE SP • IFT AUTOCUVARIANCE MATRIX 9 //D
OU 162 I=19NRLAG
162 PRINT 10109 (ClI9J19 J=19NCLAG)
1010 FORMAT 11X910/F10.491XD1
C NEGATIVE SHIFT AUTOCOVARIANCE












IF(flPR.EC.I.OR.IPR.EC .3DGO TO L73
PRINT 1011
1011 FCRMAT 118.09 a NEGATIVE m?'IFT ALTOCOVARIANCE MATRIX 9 //D
DO 172 L=19 NRLAG
172 PRINT 1CIC9 ICCIIeJlo J=L9NCLAG)





1.80 CC(II9J l=CCI Q9JD/CNORM
PRINT 1012
1012 FORMAT I1Hle ° PCSITIVE SHIFT AUTCCCRRELATICN MATRIX
OC 181 I = 19 NRL AG
181 PRINT 10109 lC(19J)9 J=L9NCLAGD
PRINT 1012
IOL3 FORMAT (1F09 ° NEGATIVE SHIFT AL:TOCORRELATLCN MA)RIIX ° /BD
37
0U IE2 I= I,NRLAG
182 PRINT IOLO, ICC(19JD, J=19NCLAG)
PRINT ICse
1021 FORMAT 411-L, 0 MAP OF ALTOCURRELATION
LALL MAP(C,CCvh#4LAGvhCLAG)















IF ICHECK .LToL20) GC TC 183
GU TO IE4
183 CALL TLIST ICHECKsT959T991
184 T=TS5
TLEVEL=S5.0




201 PPQdsKD=I°1.0—QT+QQM—ID+(Ie°K ► -211+O.SD/QQM—KD+(N—ID°1D
00 213	 I=19LR
00 213	 J=IOLC












210 IF	 IPPQI,JD	 .GT. CC(1sJDD GO TO 212
211 ZZ41sJD=0.0
GO TO 213
212 ZZ(IsJ I=LC1 4J)
213 CONTINUE
PRINT	 IIC1897LEVEL
1018 FORMAT	 (IH1,	 ® UPPER	 ® F4.Cs	 ° CUNFIOENCE
IANT CF A SYMMETRICAL FUNCTION
00 216 I=1,LR








	 r	 LCMEA 0	 F4.Cr ®
	
CCNFIDENCE SURFACE ? SOUTHEAST GIUADk







PRINT	 1014 9 TLEVEL
1014 FORMAT	 41h19 9	 SIGNIFICANT UPPER AUTOCORRELATILN VALUES AT °	 t4.0









	416.0 9 0	SIGNIFICANT LOWER AUTUCORRELATION VALUES AT •	 fl..0








101b FORMAT	 111.19	 0	 SICNIFICANT UPPER AUTOCGRRELATICN VALUES AT 0	 F4.0
19 O PERCEN7 CCNFICEKCE LEVEis
	








1017 FURMAT	 911+C 9 0	SIGNIFICANT LOWER AUTCCCRAELATICN VALUES AT 0	 F4.0








0	 PAF CF	 SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE AUTOCCRRELATICN LUEFFIL




9	 PAF CF	 SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE AUTCCLRRELATIC14 LUC-FFIC
IIENTS	 AT	 0	 F3oUr
	
0 PERCENT PROBABILITY LEVEL	 0 //D
PRINT	 10319 TLEVLL
CALL MAP 40DoZZ9LR9LCl



























506 ALIKE 111 = LASH
PRINT 1C5C
LU50 FURWAT 1/ e CUEFFICIENTS ARE M UL71PLILU BV 100/ 0 AN x INUICAYt-N Ih
















503 IVALQ I l*Jl= Ell*J la1C.0
DO 504 I=2*01














IVALII * JD a K LIKI





IDIFF= IIO29e-25.1/2.1 + .5
IA=IUIFF
IB= 10IFFe25











00 505 I=IA * LB
PRINT L0219 18"t IIVALII*J1*

















DD 2 1 = 1 jp4
IF (ChECK .GT. TUTAL (119 CC TO 2
A=T111)



























b	 0	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 0	 O	 O	 0	 O	 OO	 O	 O	 p	 O O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O p	 0
O	 O O	 p	 O O	 p	 O	 O	 O	 O p	 00	 0	 0	 o	 e	 o	 e	 a	 o	 0	 o	 0T	 T	 mb ^	 MM	 A	 d	 d	 eie	 N	 M	 N	 T	 dr	 am	 r	 N	 T	 Po	 T	 d	 'f	 i	 M	 -0	 M
O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 p	 9
O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 ^J	 O	 O	 p	 C
O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 J	 O	 O	 O	 Oo	 e	 o	 e	 o
.e	 dO	 w	 s	 U	 T	 P	 w	 S	 P	 Tb	 O	 d	 0O	 v	 d	 d	 M T	 d	 T	 wMT	 T.	 N	 N	 S	 M	 d	 d	 S	 d
O	 O	 O	 O	 0	 n	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 OO	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 o	 V O O	 OO	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 p	 O	 O	 p	 O0	 o	 a	 o	 0	 0	 o	 e
m	 N	 O	 M	 .r	 N	 t	 J^	 d	 w	 O	 d	 NN	 N	 d	 w	 P	 P	 Y`	 N	 w	 :J	 M	 N	 ..a
N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 N	 d	 d	 i	 M	 N	 e^
O	 O	 O O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O O O	 OO	 O	 O O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O	 O O	 O
O	 O o	 O	 O	 O	 O O	 O	 O	 O O	 O0	 0	 0	 0	 o	 e	 o	 e	 o	 e	 eP	 M	 T	 d	 O	 T	 d	 T	 m	 m	 d	 w9	 S
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